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Bucher Berg is not only a beautiful camp site, but the staff makes your stay even
more pleasurable with services and program offers in July and August.
On the next pages you will find a short overview of these activities.
Groups can book various programs well in advance of their stay - which makes
our preparation easier -, but also spontaneously on site.
Please be aware that we cannot guarantee the actual realization of all activities
as they depend on the number of guests on the site, the availability of staff or the
weather. But we will do our best to fulfill your wishes!
Please inform us about your plans ahead of your trip by calling +49 911 4304264
or writing to info@bucher-berg.de. This is highly recommended if you want to
book the canoe trips.
We are an international guide and scout camp, and every year our non-German
staff members bring great new ideas from all around the world. Find out what they
are and book them on site!
We offer activities in five different categories:
Creativity, Environment and Nature, Scouting, Sports and Action,
and Internationality. If you take part in all program offers in one category
you will receive the respective badge as a reward!
Any questions?
Let´s start, we hope you enjoy browsing our little catalogue.
We are looking forward to your visit and we wish you a pleasant stay
at the Bucher Berg.
And don´t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.
Your Bucher Berg Team

Sports
Canoeing,
low ropes course
and archery - here you
find something for everybody. Paddling on the river
Altmühl, climbing and
slack-lining or scoring a bull´s eye!

and

Action
Archery

It doesn´t matter if you are a beginner or an
experienced archer. We have bows with various
tensions for everybody. A member of staff will
guide you in this activity.
5,50€
per person,
recommended for
12 yrs+, max 12
pers.

Canoeing
We have canoes for two or three people and trailers.
The Altmühl is a quiet river and promises a day of fun and excitement. Ideal
for hot days. Four different starting points make four trips from 9 to 25 km
to Töging, where we will pick you up again.
Or do you want the challenge of a longer canoe hike for two days or more
(price on request)?
Included in the price: Life vest, paddle, staff briefing,
5,50€ per person,
water proof bags/barrels.
plus 0,70€ per km per van:

BB from Töging 18,20€/ BB to
start1(longest distance): 50,40€/
BB to start2: 42€/ BB to start3: 35€/
BB to start4(shortest distance): 29,40€
recommended for 10 yrs+ (only for
swimmers!) 2-36 pers. 8 seats per
van. You can use your cars to
support the shuttle.

Low ropes course
Does your group make a good team?
You will find out on the ropes, beams
and steel cables in the low ropes course
4,50€
in the little forest of the Bucher Berg.
per person,
It is not as easy as it looks and can be recommended
adapted to the skills and needs of the for 8 yrs.+, max
20 pers.
group. The course may only be used
under supervision of a staff member.
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Explore
the
area and go hiking.
We can drop you off somewhere equipped with map and
compass, also at night if you
prefer! Or prove your scouting
skills at our „Postenlauf“ or task
course - also a great experience for non-scouts! Maybe you fancy a hike at
dawn or dusk?

A different way
to start the day
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Orientation: Hike
Hiking through the landscape of the
nature reserve Altmühltal is just lovely.
You can enjoy the flora and fauna along
the river. Tasks and riddles make this a
fun experience, and we help you with the
preparation and places to stay for the night.
5,00€
all in, recommended for
8-99 yrs., included:
map compass,
first aid kit

Free,
recommended for
0-99 yrs.

The early bird catches the
worm! We will wake you before
dawn and lead you to a special
place where you can feel the
first rays of sunlight. A little
later you can experience the
great concert of songbirds. Or
enjoy the sunset with us.

Postenlauf

1,00€
per person,
recommended
for 8-99 yrs.,
max. 25
pers.

You walk from station to
station, and at each station
or „Posten“ someone gives
you a task to show your
creativity or ability.

1,00€
per person,
recommended for
12 yrs.+, max. 12
pers., plus 0,70€
per km

Orientation:
Dropping

You have to show your sense
of direction when we drop
you off somewhere near the
Bucher Berg. Find your way
back just with a map and
a compass. If you want to
make it more difficult, we
can drop you off at night!
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Teambuilding
We give you really difficult tasks where
you have to work together as a team.
Do you support and help each other?
Is no one left out?
Find out with the „Power of Tower“,
„The Tape“ or „The Spider Web“.

-

IN
B o re d o m ?
Not on the Bucher Berg! We have
many ideas for
games and group
activities.

15€
all in, recommended
for 0-99, max.
24 pers.

Games from around
the world
We love games here at
the Bucher Berg.

5,00€
all in,
recommended
for 6-99 yrs.

We have a large
collection of games
form many countries,
and surely you don´t
know them all.
Join us and play!

Site service
Pizza oven
Mamma mia - pizza on a
camp? Of course!
We have a wood-fired
oven for pizza, or bread,
or would you like some
freshly baked cake
instead? Try it out and
prepare extraordinary
yummy camp food!

10,00€
all in,
recommended
for 6-99 yrs.

If you want to
leave your mark
on the site, you
can plant or build
something, f.e. a
home for insects
or a birdhouse. Be
creative, but please
Free,
talk to the staff
recomfirst.
mended for

8-99 yrs., max.
15 pers.

C r e a t i v i t y
B e
inspired by
the Bucher Berg.
Create
something
with your own hands,
and proudly show
your pieces of art
at home.

Screen Printing
3,50€
per person
(T-Shirts not
included), recommended for 6 yrs.+,
max. 10 pers.

Felting
Create your own
4,00€
colorful wooly
per person,
masterpieces. recommended
for 10 yrs.+,
You can make
max.10
bracelets, balls
pers.
or other little
souvenirs.

Soapstone carving

3,50€

You can produce
per person,
recommended
very unique jewellery for
8 yrs.+, max.
out of soapstone, or
10 pers.
something to decorate
your room, or a present.

Use our screen with the
Bucher Berg logo to create
your perfect camp souvenir.
You can work on the prints
with special pens.
You need some textiles for
this? No problem: You can buy
low price T-Shirts at the camp,
or you print on any other piece
of cloth, f.e. bags or towels.
Just be creative!

C r e a t i v i t y
Tin Cooker
You can make a nice little cooker from a tin. And you can use him for
a hike or on your next camp for a very special meal.
2,00€

per person,
recommended
for 10 yrs.+,
max. 8 pers.

Branding slats
Create your own unique
slat with a soldering iron.
If you need help with the
design, a staff member
will help you to find a
suitable image and print
it out for you.
You can individualize
any piece of wood, f.e.
spoons or key rings.
3,50€
per person,
recommended
for 10 yrs.+,
max. 10
pers.

Buttons

0,75€
per button,
recommended
for 6 yrs.+, max.
15 pers.

Design and press your own buttons.
You can use them as name tags or as
souvenirs of your stay at the Bucher
Berg. The staff is ready to print out
various motives, such as the Bucher
Berg logo.

I n t e r n at i o n a l i t y
Goose Game
you need to play it to win it!
The „Goose Network“ is a cooperation of
various European Scout Centers, and Bucher
Berg is one of them. The Goose Game gives
you the opportunity to get to know Europe
and especially the other centers in a creative
and fun way and feel the international spirit.
Two teams compete against
each other, action and fun
is guaranteed!

Ready 4 Staff –
The BUBE Pairs-Game

0,50€
per person,
recommended
for 8-99 yrs.,
8-20 pers.

Play the Goose Game and get to
know other International
Scout and Guide Centers.
Depending on the nationality of
the guests and staff members
we organize camp fire evenings,
days of open pots, workshops,
„Kenn-die-Leit“-parties
...
everything is possible at
the Bucher Berg!

Free,
recommended for
11 yrs.+, 2-10
pers.

Do you know all the words that
the staff needs on a typical
BUBE day? Play the Bucher Berg
Pairs-Game and match the English words with the respective
pictures.

International Evening
Take part in the great diversity of the
Bucher Berg, meet new friends and
learn something new!

The international evening is very
popular and for many the
highlight of their stay here. The Bucher Berg is an international
We organize it every week,
place, so you have the chance to
details will be discussed
at the daily Leaders´ look beyond you own nose and meet
Round Table.
Free, recommended for
6-99 yrs.,

the other groups on the camp site.
There is so much to see ... Day of
open pots, „Kenn-die Leit“-party od
a World Song Contest - the fun with
other groups is guaranteed!

Environment and Nature
The
Bucher Berg
is situated right in
the middle of the nature reserve Altmühltal
and close to a strictly protected area. Many rare
plants and animals
can be found
here.
Night hike
All cats are grey in the dark. Explore the surroundings of the camp in a
different light (or without any light) and see who is wandering around
beside you after sunset.
Please make sure you inform the staff about your night hike, because
we have to inform the forester. You can go on your own with the free
information form the program office.
But you can also go on a guided night hike with a trustworthy staff
member.

5,00€
all in,
recommended
for 8-99 yrs.,
max.20 pers.

Are you afraid of the dark? Join us on a walk at dawn or dusk with
reflective stories.
A Tasty Nature:
Cooking Jams
Self-made jams ... they
don´t take long and taste
so much better than the
others
from the shops.

1,50€
per person,
recommended for
8-99 yrs., max.10
pers. Costs may vary
if fruits need to
be bought.

Depending on the season
we will organize fruits or
berries from the area - or
buy some. And what´s
best: We are cooking
the jams outside on gas
cookers or open fire!

Environment and Nature
A Tasty Nature: The Herb Bed
Experience herbs with all your
senses! Our herb bed is shaped like
a spiral or snail shell, and we explore
it with you and try to find other
edible herbs in the meadows. Then
we prepare oils, vinegar, lemonade,
small cakes, butter, chips, whatever 1,50€
per person,
you like. We will try one or two
recommended
recipes together and taste them.
for 8-99 yrs.,
As a souvenir we have a mini herb
booklet or a DIY herb map. (Please
tell the staff what you would like
to prepare so that we can buy the
necessary ingredients. Or watch out
for a surprise!)

A Journey with
the Nature Suitcase
Study and explore the
Bucher Berg and the area
0,50
per
thoroughly, the subjects
person, recomare forest, meadow and mended
for 8-12
water!
yrs., max. 12
Our nature suitcase brings
fun and action.
A staff member will guide
you in an activity, provide
useful information about
one of the topics (forest,
meadow or water) and
help you build some tool (a
nature hoover, a sieve or a
scoop). Use your tools on
an exciting expedition on
or around the Bucher Berg.

pers.

max. 10
pers.

Environment and Nature
The Bucher Berg Ecorallye
We have several informative boards about ecological topics on
the camp site. We have a free questionnaire for you to use as you
wish. But we also offer little games where the staff provides the
necessary material and judges the results.
You can do the questionnaire only or the combination with the
games.
5,00€
all in, recommended
for 10yrs.+
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